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Response
The primary objective of this assignment is
to identify the scope of improvement and
perform gap analysis in terms of
international cloud compatibility for major
technology components of a2i. In general

Inception Report 15 days

Cloud Resource Specifications

As per the scope mentioned in the RFP,
it is mentioned that it is to identify the
scope of improvement and perform gap
analysis. Is Cloud migration also part of
the scope?
While the egov services resource
requirements look to be standard, to
prepare the migration construct we will
have to assess each application and
dependency.
Is one to understand this assessment
needs to be completed in 15 days?
Cloud Resource specification mentioned
in this section, is it existing resources or
future resource requirements after
Migration?
Is there any plan for O&M after the
migration?

Yes, as the platform are not host in
cloud, to make compatible those
platform migrations required.

Yes.

Based on existing resource that
specification prepared.

There is no plan to disclose what is
relevant to this assignment.
The duration is 6 months. Where we
Since
there
is
ambuguity
in
would like to know a complete plan
understanding the overall scope, Please
of how the assignment will be
share the complete plan with activities
executed.
Overall Plan
to be performed for 8 months duration.
Scope of work says that “ To build a
Scope is defined to improvement
national digital health architecture and
and performance gap analysis in
dashboard framework as well as develop a Therefore will these two services be terms of international cloud
prototype. “
greenfield and cloud native ?
compatibility.
Operation & Maintenance

Section 5.2
Responsibility of
local ISCP
service supplier
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page # 27

AWS , GCP and AZURE have Availability Please refer to the minutes of the
zones in APAC but not in Bangladesh. pre-bid meeting.
lists Responsibility of local ISCP service Does this conflict with the idea of a “
supplier.
local ICSP”?
On page 21 it is mentioned as 6 months, Please refer to the minutes of the
but on page #27 it mentioned as 8 pre-bid meeting.
Maximum expected duration of contract

Note: This document will be an integral part of the RFP

months? Please clarifiy.

